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Editorial
The officers of our local associations do an enormous amount of work on our
behalf. In this edition we celebrate the contributions of ‘Les’ Dilloway, late
President of Lampeter and District BKA and of Wil Griffiths, who has retired
after 50 years as Secretary of Cymdeithas Gwenynwyr Cymraeg Ceredigion.
It is the season of bee swarms, and the centrefold pages give a pull-out poster
guide to the questions we can ask members of the public who call to request
help. We are grateful to BeeCraft for giving us permission to adapt and
print their original work. Paul Yates gives a fascinating account, full of good
practical advice, about the retrieval of a wild bee colony from a tree trunk
during winter storms and in very difficult circumstances.
Do you have a problem with wasps in your apiary? Emma Davies reviews
a modified hive entrance that helps to protect against their attacks, but
Wally Shaw asks whether the wasps are the problem or the scapegoat for
the beekeeper and robbing by other bee colonies. What are your views and
experiences? In response to letters in the spring edition, Wally revisits the
use of oxalic acid vaporization against Varroa. We’re delighted to have three
new contributors to the magazine. John Gee asks how the social behaviour
of honey bees evolved and outlines how our views of evolution have changed
over the years. New beekeeper, Irene Gardiner, describes how she uses
beeswax in her artwork and Pauline Norris outlines the history of beekeeping
in ancient Egypt. Enjoy your magazine. Have a good season, and I hope that
you have higher yields of honey and wax than the ancient Egyptians!

Volunteers for Royal Welsh
If you have some time to spare, the WBKA are looking for volunteers
to help on their display at the Royal Welsh Agricultural Show, July 18th
- 21st 2022. We are looking for just a few hours of your time for free
entry on the day. If you would consider helping on one of the days,
please contact Jill Wheeler on convention@wbka.com for more details.

WBKA ADVICE
WBKA strongly discourages the importation of queen bees and
colonies of bees from outside the UK. We encourage readers to source
locally adapted bees and/or make their own increase (as described
in the booklet A Simple Guide to Making Increase which can be
downloaded from the WBKA website). All prospective purchasers
should satisfy themselves of the origin of bees offered for sale, whether
via this publication or any other source.
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News Items
WBKA AGM 2022 – Caroline Mullinex (South Clwyd
BKA) was appointed as Chairperson and Karen Pratt
(Aberystwyth BKA) became Vice Chairperson. Jill
Wheeler (Flint and District BKA) was thanked for her
time as Chairperson pro tem. The membership fee
for Individual Members, those not members of a local
Association, was raised to £30.
WBKA Summer Council Meeting will be held virtually
on Saturday 25th June. Association representatives will
have the opportunity to look at the work of the Trustees
and officers of the WBKA and to provide them with
suggestions and guidance.

www.wbka.com

Apimondia Congress 2022 will now be held in Istanbul,
Turkey between 24th – 28th August. For more information
about this international event visit
https://apimondia2021.com/
(the event was postponed last year, and they appear to be
using the same link for this year).
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equipment will be used to deliver the regional microscopy
workshops, which will be among the events subsidised by
the Wax Chandler funding.
Watch out for details of these workshops, which will
also have some places available for those with their own
microscopes.
An online microscopy study group delivered for WBKA
members by Lynfa Davies attracted a lot of interest with
the ten available places filled within hours. We hope to be
able to rerun the study group sessions during the winter
months, so if you missed a place first time around, there
should be other opportunities.
Convention Workshops

Training & Learning Opportunities

The Wax Chandler funding supported the two workshops
held at the Spring Convention on 26th March. Workshops
haven’t previously been delivered at our convention but
I’m pleased to report that both were fully subscribed.
We therefore expect workshops to be a feature of future
conventions. If there are particular topics you would like
to see covered, please let us know.

General Husbandry (GH) Preparation

Teaching Beekeeping

In 2023, we will be re-running the successful General
Husbandry Preparation course to help prepare candidates
for taking the BBKA General Husbandry Certificate.
This will include a two-day theory weekend (probably
in February or March, 2023) followed by a practical day
during the active season. Having more WBKA members
with this qualification is key in succession planning for
WBKA Basic Assessors, which will support our action
plan to increase the number of WBKA members who take
their Basic Assessment. There is, of course, no obligation
to become a Basic Assessor once you have the General
Husbandry Certificate, but we hope that at least some will
consider doing so.

An NDB short course will be run in Monmouth by Lynfa
Davies & Marin Anastasov over the weekend of 13th &
14th August. WBKA will support its members by offering
a reimbursement of 40% of the course fee on completion.
Here is the booking link for tickets.

Microscopy
Following news of the award of grant funding to the
WBKA by the Worshipful Company of Wax Chandlers,
the WBKA Trustees agreed to effectively match this
funding and this has enabled the purchase of six sets of
microscopes and associated teaching equipment. This
Welsh Beekeeper

https://tinyurl.com/btbhhdbs
Honey Bee Health
Lynfa & Marin will also be delivering a one-day course
in Newtown on 19th November. This will be particularly
useful to those looking to take the BBKA Module 3,
the BBKA Honeybee Health or the BBKA General
Husbandry Certificates.
WBKA will also support its members who complete this
by offering a reimbursement of 40% of the course fee on
completion. Here is the booking link for tickets.
https://tinyurl.com/m7wb5rwn

WBKA Events
WBKA Council Meeting
(virtual) 25th June
Royal Welsh Show
18th – 21st July
Courses
Teaching Beekeeping
13 – 14th August, Monmouth
(WBKA sponsorship available)
https://tinyurl.com/btbhhdbs
th

Honey Bee Health
19th November, Plas Dolerw,
Newtown
(WBKA sponsorship available)
https://tinyurl.com/m7wb5rwn
Webinars
Thursday 16th June,
Wax Chandlers
Andrew Gibb

Summer 2022

Convention 2022Jill Wheeler (WBKA Events Secretary)

W

hat a glorious day Saturday March 26th began, sun out and a
steady stream of cars into the car park. The 8 o’clock stewards
were togged up in their high vis. jackets. The new SumUp card
reader worked well as the WBKA finance department caught up with the 21st
century!
The day started in the lecture theatre with the presentation of Honorary
Membership to Frank Gellatly. Although the number of attendees was
lower than the last convention in 2019, possibly due to the rise in Covid in
the spring, the lectures were well attended. The workshops were full and
participants felt their time was well spent in a warm sunny room upstairs in
the International Pavilion. The young persons’ workshop about lighting a
smoker, had an interested group of young (and older) participants. All were
successful in lighting a smoker, so left with a certificate and a smile.
The feeling at the convention was one of friendly cautiousness. Attendees were
pleased to meet up with beekeeping colleagues from across Wales. Put the
2023 date in your diary (25th March) and see you there?

Leslie John Dilloway
(President Lampeter BKA)
It is with great sadness that Lampeter and District Beekeepers’ Association
announces the death of their President Leslie John Dilloway , “Les” in January
this year.

See our website and social
media for details of forthcoming
Les was a Beekeeper for 32 years and a well webinars
Closing dates for applications:
education@wbka.com
Microscopy Assessment
31st August
November Module Exams
29th September

Gwenynwyr Cymru

respected Member of the Association for 28 years,
eventually taking on the role of President. He also
represented the Association at WBKA Council level
for many years.
He very much enjoyed teaching new beekeepers
and helping others on their beekeeping journey and
was active in maintaining the Association Apiary and attending the various
LDBKA outreach events each year.
Les will be remembered for his love of wildlife, gardening and fishing, but also
as a knowledgeable and intuitive beekeeper whose quiet bees continue to bear
testament to his skill.
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OTHER NEWS
Further progress in finding the holy grail of
beekeeping: varroa-resistant bees
A paper published in Scientific Reports at the beginning
of April, describes the results of a comparison of a
stock of bees specifically bred for varroa resistance and
commercial Italian colonies. The research was carried
out across the states of Mississippi, South Dakota and
California. “Pol-line” bees demonstrate enhanced varroasensitive hygiene behaviours (such as the removal of
mite-infested brood and the removal of phoretic mites
by allogrooming) but otherwise have the same traits
as conventional Italian bees (large colonies, docile
behaviour, and prolific honey producers). Previously,
“varroa-resistant” bees have been associated with small
colonies and with a tendency to swarm frequently, not
traits which are favourable to commercial bee-farming.
Survival of the Pol-line bee colonies was twice that of
conventional colonies. Interestingly, the research found
that the loss of colonies was not primarily because of
varroa-vectored viruses (Deformed Wing Virus A and
B, and Chronic Bee Paralysis Virus). The actual damage
inflicted by the mite on the larvae and adult bee when
feeding on the fat bodies, important organs associated
with numerous functions including immunity and food
storage, has been under-estimated.
Varroa is implicated in many colony losses so any
progress in the emergence of bees which can survive the
presence of this ectoparasite, with a reduced need for
chemicals, is good news. In 2018-2019, there was a 37.5%
mortality in commercial beekeeping operations in the
USA alone.
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-022-08643-w

www.wbka.com

Weeds can be good news
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A study led by Dr Balfour and Professor Ratnieks from
the University of Sussex has shown that three native
wildflowers currently classed by the Weeds Act 1959 as
“injurious weeds”, actually attract a greater number and
variety of insect pollinators than the plants designated by
DEFRA as pollinator-targeted agri-environmental plants
like red clover and wild marjoram. The three species
Welsh Beekeeper

include ragwort and two types of thistles, and produce
four times the amount of nectar sugar than those plants
recommended by DEFRA.
About £10 million is spent on controlling weeds by bodies
such as local councils, Natural England and Highways
England, and about £40 million on the pollinator-targeted
agri-environmental flowers in the UK. Ragwort is viewed
in the same way as the invasive Japanese Knotweed
despite attracting the most conservation-listed insects in
the study. The Sussex team hope that the Environmental
Land Management Scheme, which is due to be introduced
at the end of 2024, will provide incentives to land
managers to tolerate weeds.
https://tinyurl.com/5n6tbj4y
Don’t keep bees
Potential new beekeepers in Australia are being
encouraged not to do so, but plant flowers in their
gardens instead. There are now over 28,000 recreational
beekeepers in the country, a rise of 5,000 in the last few
years. The urge to connect with nature during Covid
lockdown, awareness of the dwindling numbers of bees,
the relative ease of learning about this new hobby via
YouTube videos, and the appeal of honey from the garden
are some of the factors contributing to this increase.
However, experts are concerned about the impact of so
many amateur beekeepers.
The CEO of the not-for-profit charity for bees, the Wheen
Bee Foundation, suggests those interested in beekeeping
should consider first planting flowers. A lack of flower
availability throughout the whole year not only reduces
the health and survival of honey bees but also other
pollinators including beetles, moths, wasps and native
bees. As honey bees are more efficient at foraging and
exist in greater numbers, the flowers that are available are
accessed by them to the detriment of other pollinators.
Pollination is more valuable than honey, worth $14.2
billion annually compared to $120 million for honey
products.
Joining the crusade to increase the amount of forage
for all pollinators are Cedar and Stuart Anderson,
the creators of the Flow Hive. Critics argue that the
perception that honey can be available just by turning
on a tap on one of these devices has contributed to the
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rise of amateur beekeepers, and that poor management
can lead to the spread of disease. However, in addition
to producing an on-line beekeeping course, the
Andersons have launched the Billions of Blossoms
project (honeyflow.com.au/pages/blossoms) to support
reforestation through the planting of a million trees,
funded partly through the income generated from their
beekeeping courses. https://tinyurl.com/49ttrhk3
Do bees like salty flowers?
Insects, like humans, require sodium ions for healthy
cellular fluid balance and muscle function. Some
beekeepers have noticed their bees seem to prefer dirty
water to drink rather than clean fresh water and this
may be because the former has a higher salt content.
A team of ecologists at the University of Michigan
investigated whether pollinators preferred flowers which
produced nectar with a higher salt content. The study
involved removing nectar from five species of flowers and
replacing it with an artificial nectar. Half of the flowers
for each species received nectar with 1% salt and the
other half received a non-salty nectar. The flowers were
placed in a meadow and the pollinators (bees, ants and
butterflies) visiting the flowers were recorded.
For all five species of flowers, those with the saltenhanced nectar attracted a greater number of insects
than those with the unsalted nectar. The salty flowers also
attracted a greater diversity of pollinators: twice as many.
The salt content of nectar varies from plant to plant, so
the study poses the question whether some plants actively
increase salt content to attract pollination.
https://tinyurl.com/mra83wnb
Stingless bees: where is the fun in that?
There are 175 different species of stingless bees, also
known as meliponine bees, in the Peruvian Amazon.
The honey they produce is stored in round gobletshaped cells rather than the combs which Western
beekeepers are familiar with and has been harvested
by the indigenous people for centuries. Apart from its
property as a sweetener, the honey has an important role
as a medicine and is used to treat skin conditions, burns,
gastro-intestinal disorders, bronchitis, pneumonia and
even cancer. The bees are also important pollinators for
Gwenynwyr Cymru

particular plants including the achiote which is harvested
and used as a dye and to treat constipation, and the sangre
de grado trees which are used to make medicine to treat
diarrhoea and diabetes!
Until recently, the nests and the bees themselves were
destroyed when the honey was collected, but now local
people are being trained to raise stingless bees in boxes
so the honey can be harvested without harming the bees.
Keeping these bees next to fields of the local crop camu
camu has been shown to increase the yield by almost 50%.
Stingless bees are more docile than our honey bees and
although they do not sting, they can inflict painful bites!
https://tinyurl.com/3e6uz7az
Vegan honey
Melibio, a company based in San Francisco, has secured
$5.7 million in investments to produce bee-free “honey”.
The company uses microbial fermentation technology
to produce a product which appears identical in taste,
viscosity, and texture to conventional honey in blind
testing, and also in molecular make-up. Melibio states
its aim is to reduce the impact that the $10 billion global
honey industry has on native bee species. Of course, it
also opens the market to allow the increasing number of
people following a vegan diet to enjoy the taste of honey.
https://plantbasednews.org/lifestyle/food/bee-free-honey/
Neonicotinoids use likely to continue in the US
The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is
expected to permit the continued use of imidacloprid,
thiamethoxam, clothianidin and dinotefuran in America
for at least another 15 years, despite the clear evidence
of the damage it causes to insects. Neonicotinoids are
used on 150 million acres of crops. Farmers in Florida
have been allowed to spray clothianidin on 125,000
acres of citrus fruits under an “emergency request” for
the 8th consecutive year, suggesting that the emergency
exemption criteria are being misused. A spokesperson for
the EPA states that it is “working aggressively to protect
pollinators, including bees,” but environmentalists are
concerned about the lack of progress in banning these
toxic chemicals
https://tinyurl.com/tvtw37z8
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Details of Regional and Seasonal Bee
Inspectors
Three new inspectors are being trained and, when they are signed off, their contact details will be added to
the BeeBase contacts page: https://tinyurl.com/4p7j86r9
Regional Bee Inspector

Area

Maggie Gill

Contact
margaret.gill@apha.gov.uk
07979 119373

Seasonal Bee Inspectors

Area

Contact

Paul Aslin

South Gwynedd, North Powys

paul.aslin@apha.gov.uk
07867 351605

Paul Davies

Neath Port Talbot, Rhondda Cynon Taf, Merthyr Tydfil,
Bridgend, Vale of Glamorgan

paul.davies@apha.gov.uk
07557566228

Shane Jones

Powys

Shane.Jones@apha.gov.uk
07827 552312

Karen Smith

Ceredigion, East Carmarthenshire

karen.smith@apha.gov.uk
07979 119374

Edmund Thomas

Cardiff, South Gwent and the Vale of Glamorgan

edmund.thomas@apha.gov.uk
07901 517813

Chris Welton

North Pembrokeshire, South Ceredigion

Christopher.Welton@apha.gov.uk
07900 166143

George Tonge

South Pembrokeshire and West Carmarthenshire

george.tonge@apha.gov.uk
07769643138

C.Wynne Jones

FRIENDLY FAMILY BUSINESS FOR OVER 40 YEARS

MAE GENNYM EICH ANGHENION
CADW GWENYN I GYD

www.wbka.com

FOR ALL YOUR BEEKEEPING NEEDS
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01978 790279
enquiries@cwynnejones.com
www.cwynnejones.com
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Dyn y mêl yn
ymddeol:
Gwerthfawrogiad
o Gyfraniad
Gwenynwr

C

wrddais â Wil Griffiths am y tro cyntaf bron i
dri deg o flynyddoedd yn ôl ar faes Eisteddfod
Genedlaethol Cymru yn Aberystwyth ym Mis
Awst 1992. Cerddais i mewn i’r babell wyddoniaeth, lle
roedd Wil a thri gwenynwr arall, Ifor Edwards, Meirion
Williams ac Ifan Jones yn eistedd tu ôl i’r bwrdd yn
croesawu ymwelwyr i’r adran cadw gwenyn. Rwy’n cofio’r
croeso mawr a gefais ac fel Cardis da, gwnaeth Wil a’i
ffrindiau yn siŵr fy mod yn gadael wedi prynu fy siwt
gwenyna gyntaf!
Rwy’n ddiolchgar iawn i Wil, Ifor, Meirion ac Ifan am fy
mherswadio i ddechrau ar hobi newydd ac yn fuan ar ôl
hynny roeddwn yn berchen ar fy ‘niwc’ cyntaf o wenyn
byw.
Cymdeithas Gwenynwyr Cymraeg Ceredigion.

oes ysgrifennydd unrhyw gymdeithas wenyna arall wedi
rhoi gwasanaeth am gyfnod mor hir? Roedd un aelod o’r
farn y byddai’r gymdeithas yn cau i lawr pan fyddai Wil
yn ymddeol ond roedd yntau yn daer iawn ein bod yn
penodi Ysgrifennydd newydd pan fyddai yn ymddeol. Fel
un o’r sefydlwyr, mae’n amlwg fod gan Wil feddwl mawr
o’r Gymdeithas.
Trefnydd a Diddanwr.
Fel cyn brifathro yn yr ysgol leol yn Llanbadarn Fawr,
defnyddiodd Wil ei alluoedd naturiol fel trefnydd a bu’n
arbennig o ddyheuig yn gofalu fod gan y Gymdeithas
siaradwyr gwadd ar gyfer cyfarfodydd gaeaf y
Gymdeithas yn ogystal a beirniaid da a diddorol ar gyfer
ein sioe fêl bob mis Tachwedd.

Wil a’i ffrindiau wnaeth fy ngwahodd i ymuno gyda’r
Gymdeithas a sefydlwyd gan Wil, Meirion ac ychydig o
wenynwyr eraill o ardal Aberystwyth tua 1972. Penodwyd
Wil yn ysgrifennydd cyntaf y Gymdeithas ac yn wir, ef
oedd yr Ysgrifennydd am gyfnod o hanner can mlynedd!

Ond dawn bennaf Wil yw dawn y ‘cyfarwydd’ sef y gallu
i ddweud storïau sydd yn gafael yn y gwrandawyr. Mae
ganddo lond trol o storïau difyr, fel yr hanes am ffermwr
oedd yn cadw gwenyn ac wedi dyfeisio ffordd rwydd ac
effeithiol o ddal haid ar goeden uchel drwy saethu drwy’r
gangen oedd yn dal clwstwr yr haid efo gwn dau faril!

Ym mis Chwefror eleni, penderfynodd ymddeol o’r rôl
ac fe benodwyd Catherine Taylor o Aberystwyth yn
Ysgrifennydd newydd i olynu Wil. Rydym yn dymuno
yn dda i Catherine yn y gwaith. Mae cyfraniad Wil i’r
Gymdeithas wedi bod yn rhyfeddol ac unigryw. Sgwn i a

Yn 2010, ysgrifennodd ei lyfr ar wenyna sef ‘Dyn y Mêl’,
sy’n llyfr difyr iawn ac yn addas i rai sy’n dechrau cadw
gwenyn ac yn awyddus i ddefnyddio’r iaith Gymraeg. Yn
rhagair y llyfr, eglura Wil : ‘Gan fy mod i a’r rhan fwyaf o
wenynwyr Cymraeg eu hiaith wedi dysgu gwenyna drwy

Gwenynwyr Cymru
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gyfrwng yr iaith Saesneg bu’n rhaid bathu geirfa newydd
yn ogystal â defnyddio’r eirfa sydd mewn llyfrau Cymraeg
eraill. Pan ddefnyddir gair Cymraeg wedi ei fathu,
rwyf wedi cynnwys y gair Saesneg mewn cromfachau.
Meddyliais mai doeth hefyd fyddai cynnwys rhestr o’r
geiriau hyn ar y diwedd. Mae llawer o’r eirfa yn cael ei
defnyddio o ddydd i ddydd gan aelodau o Gymdeithas
Gwenynwyr Cymraeg Ceredigion a’r gobaith yw y bydd ar
dafod pob Cymro Cymraeg wrth wenyna yn y dyfodol’
Yn ogystal ag addysgu’r darllenwr am wenyna, mae
‘Dyn y Mêl’ yn cynwys nifer o hanesion difyr a digri
am wenynwyr. Mae’n sôn am un digwyddiad pan
fu’r Tywysog Siarl yn fyfyriwr yn Aberystwyth, a
phresenoldeb yr heddlu yn amlwg iawn yn y dref am
resymau diogelwch. Wrth deithio yn ei gar drwy’r dref
yr adeg hynny a chanddo frenhines ifanc (gwyryf) o un
o’i gychod gwenyn mewn bocs matsys gwag ym mhoced
ei siwt gwenyna, fe sylwodd ei bod ar fin dianc ac fe fu
rhaid iddo aros ar frys i geisio ei dal! Roedd wrthi ar ei
benliniau yn chwilota yn ddyfal ar lawr y car pan ddaeth
yr heddlu heibio a’i holi yn amheus gan ddweud ‘and
what do you think you are doing, blocking the traffic?’
Pan atebodd Wil yn hollol ddiniwed ‘I am looking for the
queen’, roeddynt yn llawer mwy amheus nes iddo roi ryw
fath o eglurhad iddynt!

www.wbka.com

Cymdeithasu.
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Un arall o ddoniau Wil yw ei allu i gymdeithasu. Mae’n
hoff iawn o fynychu Cynulliad blynyddol Gwenynwyr
Cymru yn Llanelwedd bob mis Mawrth ac yn manteisio
ar y cyfle i sgwrsio a thrafod efo gwenynwyr eraill o bob
rhan o Gymru. Denodd amryw o wenynwyr i ymuno
â Chymdeithas Gwenynwyr Cymraeg Ceredigion gan
gynnwys rhai o’r tu allan i Geredigion hyd yn oed,
megis Dorian Harries a John Tayler o sir Gaerfyrddin.
Derbyniodd y Gymdeithas ddau gwch o wenyn a’r
offer gwenyna fel rhodd oddi wrth John Tayler ar ei
ymddeoliad, sydd wedi galluogi’r Gymdeithas i archebu
caban pren ar gyfer dysgu gwenynwyr newydd i ddod yn
gyfarwydd â’r grefft o wenyna. Heb os, mae’r Gymdeithas
yn ddyledus iawn i Wil Griffiths am ei agwedd adeiladol
ac addysgiadol am gyfnod mor hir fel Ysgrifennydd sydd
wedi ein rhoi ar y llwybr iawn i’n galluogi i gynllunio at y
dyfodol.
Dros y degawdau mae “Wil y Mêl” wedi gofalu, nid yn
Welsh Beekeeper

unig am ei wenyn ond am aelodau’r Gymdeithas. Mae
wedi trefnu cyfarfodydd, rhannu gwybodaeth, doethineb
a hanesion, i gyd am y gwenyn, ac wrth wneud hyn, wedi
arwain nifer i garu’r grefft o’u cynnal.
Rhy fawr yw’n dyled iddo i fedru diolch yn iawn, ond
diolch a wnawn!

Wil Griffiths’
retirement
Cymdeithas Gwenynwyr Cymraeg Ceredigion - the only
Welsh-speaking beekeeping society in Wales was founded
by Wil Griffiths and a few other beekeepers from the
Aberystwyth area in 1972. Wil was appointed the Society’s
first Secretary and he has served loyally for the past fifty
years until February this year when he decided to retire
from the role. Having previously been the Society’s
Assistant Secretary, Catherine Taylor was appointed as the
new Secretary to succeed him.
Wil’s contribution to the Society has been remarkable
and unique. I wonder if any other beekeeping secretary
has served for such a long time? One member was of
the opinion that the society would close down when
Wil retired, but he himself was adamant that we should
appoint a new Secretary.
Wil is obviously very fond of the Society, especially
as he was one of the small group of beekeepers from
Aberystwyth who founded it.
Organizer, Socializer and Entertainer.
As a former head teacher at the local school in
Llanbadarn Fawr, Wil used his natural abilities as an
organizer and especially wanted to ensure that the Society
had guest speakers for our Winter meetings, as well as
good and interesting judges for our annual honey show
every November.
Wil’s greatest talent is that of story teller, enthralling his
audience with true tales such as the story of a farmer who
kept bees and devised an easy and effective way to catch a
swarm on a tall tree by shooting through the branch that
held the cluster with a double barrel gun!
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We also heard from him about the ‘audience’ of summer
visitors in the Borth area near Aberystwyth who came to
watch him in his shirt sleeves catching a swarm of bees
off a hedge near their caravan park! The holiday makers
didn’t know that swarming bees fill their belly with honey
before embarking on their journey to find a new home
and therefore tend not to sting. Wil didn’t think the
endorsement he received from his audience of ignorant
visitors at the end of the ‘performance’ was well deserved!
Over the decades “Honey Man Wil” has cared not only
for his bees but also for members of the Society. He has
organised meetings, shared knowledge, wisdom and
anecdotes, all about the bees, and in doing so has led
many to love the art of tending them.
We owe him more than words can express. Even so:
“Diolch yn dalpe Wil!”
Lewis Gruffudd.

Vandalized bees
As beekeepers, we all wait anxiously for spring in the hope
that our colonies have survived the winter and we rejoice
to see bees coming and going from their hive on an early
warm spring day. Pity then the beekeeper in Shrewsbury
who found the roof and straps had been removed from
his hives in the middle of March and a chemical substance
poured inside. Although the hives had only been open a
few days before he discovered the vandalism, heavy rain
followed by frosts as well as the chemical had killed the
bees.
Understandably, the beekeeper was devastated, and his
first reaction was to give up beekeeping. However, he
set up a Crowdfunder to replace the bees and damaged
equipment and, within 6 hours, it had generated the sum
of money he needed. A happy ending to a sad tale but also
a reminder of the potential risk when keeping colonies in
out-apiaries.
https://tinyurl.com/3thmkyyx

Gwenynwyr Cymru
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Upstairs Downstairs Hive Intrance
by Bee.Watch

L

ast summer I received a wasp-control hive entrance
from Bee.Watch to trial. At the time I thought it
would be interesting to show pupils at the primary
school where I work and run a beekeeping club. We
had never really had a problem with wasps robbing our
hives and I had intended to pass the entrance system to
another member of the association who was plagued by
them. However, whilst feeding a nuc created from a split I
noticed that we were having a significant issue with wasps
robbing the sugar syrup, resulting in many bee losses.
For those not familiar with the innovation (as I wasn’t)
called the ‘Upstairs Downstairs Hive Intrance’, It
is a modified entrance system which replaces the
conventional hive entrance with a series of holes, plugs
and baffles to prevent intruders, such as wasps, getting
into the hive.
The baffles deter wasps from entering the hive

www.wbka.com

The kit came with a Forstner drill bit, solid and ventilated
plugs and baffles and instructions for fitting.
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The entrance is modified using a series of holes, plugs and
baffles.
The essence of the entrance system is that it forces the
bees (and wasps) to enter the hole and then descend to get
past the baffle, which is fitted on the back of the entrance.
The system is based on the idea that wasps prefer to go
up rather than down and are therefore deterred from
entering the hive. The idea behind the three holes is that
you can increase the entrance size during the spring and
summer, and shut it down during autumn and winter.

Welsh Beekeeper

What do they always say? Measure twice, cut once! I had
read and re-read the instructions but still managed to
drill the holes in the wrong side of the hive. I think I was
confused by the references to cold way and warm way and
should have looked at a photograph of one fitted first. My
hives are set up for warm way and I needed to fit it above
the existing entrance. Like a lot of things, it was obvious
once it was too late!! Several wine corks and some wood
filler later the holes were on the correct side with the
plugs fitted to two of the three potential entrances (to seal
them) and baffles fitted to the backs of all three holes.
After the entrance system was installed, I used duct tape
to temporarily close the existing entrance and watched
the hive to see if the bees would figure out the new way
of entering the hive. I was surprised to see how quickly
the bees worked out how to get in – minutes, in fact! It
was a relief to see bees going in and out of the hive in such
a short time. Several wasps, on the other hand, buzzed
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around the entrance hole for a while but made no attempt
to enter the hive. The hive was free from wasps within
days. They were clearly discouraged from using the new
entrance system and I was able to feed the bees without
the problem of robbing.
Having procrastinated from even opening the box of
kit for some time, I am very happy with the entrance
system. It’s a clever device which is easy to install (if
you interpret the instructions correctly!) and it was
effective immediately. I would certainly recommend that
beekeepers who have a problem with wasps try it and see
how they get on.
The Upstairs Downstairs Hive Intrance by Bee.
Watch retails at £26.99 for one kit including four
intrances, ventilated and blank plugs, a Forstner drill
bit to make the holes, and instructions. Add-on kits
which supply another four intrances are available.The
company provides other services such as Apps for hive
management using QR codes and citizen science. See
www.bee.watch for more information.
Emma Davies, Cardiff Vale & Valleys BKA

Gwenynwyr Cymru
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Young Beekeepers
Buzz Words Fly as
Cardiff Schools Exchange Info

www.wbka.com

Pupils at Llanishen Fach Primary School have
been helping fellow Cardiff Primary School,
Tredegarville, with their bee project. With the
help of teachers Yvonne Proctor and Emma
Davies, Year 6 pupils at Tredegarville and Year 5
pupils at Llanishen Fach introduced themselves to
each other by sharing videos they had recorded.
Tredegarville pupils followed this up by sending
specific questions to their Llanishen Fach partners
about their beekeeping experiences.
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Llanishen Fach has kept bees since
2016 and currently has two hives in the school
grounds within sight of the Year 5 classrooms.
This particular year group also gained a variety of
beekeeping experiences when they undertook a
two-week long project two years ago.

Welsh Beekeeper
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Farley and Reuben
are beekeepers

Continuing their studies of all things bee related,
Llanishen Fach’s Year 5 pupils produced some
amazing bee paintings under the direction of art
teacher, Mark Barrett. They began by looking at
different types of bees and studying their anatomy,
colour and shape so that they could create realistic
representations of their chosen species. They then
made the most of the sunshine and went outdoors
to create some flower studies to correspond with
the scale of their bee paintings.

Both boys helped
their fathers with their first inspections, marked a
few queens and completed two splits. Reuben also
had his first sting but is still keen to help with the
bees.

At Abelo we supply a huge range of flat pack and assembled frames. We stock
our first quality frames and superior foundation in quantities of ten, eleven and
twelve to suit all of our hive styles.

Order NOW in time for Spring
Old Station Yard, Common Road, Dunnington, YORK, YO19 5EP
Phone: 01904 849331, Email: sales@abelo.co.uk, www.abelo.co.uk

Gwenynwyr Cymru
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COLOSS BEEBOOK Volume III
Standard methods for Apis mellifera
Hive Product Research

T

he COLOSS network was founded in 2008 in
response to honey bee colony losses across the
world. Made up of research scientists who have
pooled efforts to explore why these losses have been
occurring, they have also published some important and
useful outputs including the BEEBOOKs. Volumes I and
II were published in 2013 and focussed on general honey
bee (Volume I) and honey bee pest and pathogen (Volume
II) research methodologies. These reference books
provide important information on the methodologies
behind research investigations, the analytical techniques
used and interpretation of the findings. They have proved
to be an essential tool for researchers and particularly for
researchers in the early stages of their careers who are the
future of science.

www.wbka.com

Pollen and propolis as
novel hive products and
bee brood for human
food
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Volume III was published in 2021 following a collective
effort from 133 authors, representing 26 countries.
This BEEBOOK focuses on standard methods for Apis
mellifera product research. As beekeepers, it is likely that
we are familiar with the attention given to honey, pollen
and beeswax, and may also be aware of propolis and royal
jelly as potential hive products. However, it is likely to
come as a surprise to many of us that there are chapters
in the BEEBOOK devoted to venom research and brood
as human food. This not only demonstrates the global
focus of this reference book but also the forward thinking
approach of addressing all potential products of the hive
regardless of their current economic value.
Welsh Beekeeper

For most of us, access to research methodologies is
unlikely to be high on our wish list and we are never likely
to dip into these volumes. However, it is important to the
whole beekeeping community that they are aware of these
volumes and how they help to underpin the scientific
outputs that feedback to the advice and information we
are given.
It struck me that Volume III could not be timelier and
will complement the activities of HAN UK, the Honey
Authenticity Network. As we become more aware of the
fraudulent practices within the honey trade the chapter
on research methodologies to authenticate honey, its
origin and quality will be hugely valuable. Hopefully the
efforts to raise awareness of this topic will drive funding
towards research in this area.
For the more entrepreneurial beekeeper, there may
be interest in diversifying hive outputs by collecting
products such as propolis and pollen. This volume
provides information on how to collect these products
and, while the focus is on an experimental scale, the best
practices and skill required to collect them and maintain
the quality in a commercial setting is acknowledged.
The information contained in this volume will be of
huge interest to anyone looking to expand their range of
products.
In some parts of the world insects are eaten as a delicacy
or even a staple, and I found the chapter on brood as
human food a real eye-opener. It covers the production of
worker and drone brood, something that will be familiar
to all of us, but it goes on to describe hygienic harvesting
techniques. I imagine that some of you will be recoiling
at the thought of eating bee brood, but we know how
energy and protein dense it is from all the pollen and
nectar that is required to produce it. Interest in insects as
a source of protein in human nutrition is gaining traction
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in the western world as we look at sustainable methods
of supplying protein to a growing population. This could
become an important role for beekeepers in the future
and our skills could be easily adapted to achieve it!
The three COLOSS BEEBOOKs are all available as free
downloads on the COLOSS website, coloss.org, or they
can be purchased as hard copies from the IBRA bookshop
and Northern Bee Books (who provided the review copy).
The COLOSS BEEBOOKs are an extremely valuable
resource for scientists, but many beekeepers are also likely
to find them a useful reference. It is important that we
acknowledge the work that has gone into these reference
books as we will all benefit from the sound knowledge
and advice that will be derived from their use. The
BEEBOOK project continues with updates being prepared
for Volumes I and II and a fourth volume is underway
that concentrates on Apis cerana.
Lynfa Davies, NDB

Grey Bees
Andrej Kurkov,

T

he very learned leader of a literature group I
attend, mentioned he had once met the celebrated
Ukrainian author Andrey Kurkov (I hadn’t
known he was celebrated, and indeed had never heard of
him). Just days later he was mentioned on Radio 4, and
many will have heard his heart-rending series of pocket
broadcasts “Letter from Ukraine”, easily found on BBC
Sounds.

Gwenynwyr Cymru

So, I read around his background and output, and was
intrigued to see a 2018 novel “Grey Bees”, originally in
Russian (Seryye pchely, Серые пчелы) and translated
into English in 2020. It transpires that beekeeping is
very widespread indeed in Ukraine, which perhaps is no
surprise given its agricultural output in normal times.
Google will give you all sorts of data on this. The novel
obviously predates Putin’s 2022 madness, but we must
remember that there has been an undeclared war since
2014 in the Donbas region. Kurkov presents a beekeeper
living in almost complete isolation in a village between
the armies, and whose primary worry is his six hives.

The trials of beekeeping
in a war zone
The book is very successful in giving a picture of what
life is actually like in that part of Europe. I don’t know
whether Kurkov is a beekeeper himself, but if not, then
he did his homework before writing this book. Next
time you’re carting your hives up to the heather, imagine
the task of putting six hives onto a trailer behind a Lada
whose windows have been smashed out, and driving to
Crimea through roadblocks, and Ukrainian and Russian
border formalities.
Whether Kurkov’s central character Sergey is a hero
would be worth discussing in the literature group. There’s
no doubt that he prioritises his bees over most things,
so I think he gets my vote. Copies of the book are easily
found!
Roger Boyle, Aberystwyth BKA
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Practical small scale queen rearing using the
Miller method

F

Lynfa Davies (Master Beekeeper, NDB)

or many beekeepers who keep a few colonies,
queen rearing can be a daunting prospect. It is so
important to have locally adapted bees, and raising
a few queens from your own colonies is very satisfying
and rewarding.
Lynfa Davies has written a book which will be of
invaluable help to those beekeepers who want to have a go
at queen rearing or to those who have tried and not had
much success. As Lynfa says “rearing new queens for our
colonies is a rewarding and important practice that often
gets mis-labelled as too difficult and complicated”.
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Lynfa starts her book with a description of queen rearing,
followed by a very useful glossary of queen rearing
terminology. It is easy to get lost in all these terms and
what they mean, but you have them all at hand in the
book.
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Lynfa then reminds you about the developmental
stages of a queen honey bee. Dates and times are
very important. There is a handy section about what
equipment is needed to raise queens using the Miller
method and how to choose and prepare colonies. There
are very clear photos and step by step explanations of
how to prepare the Miller frame and finally, how to set up
mating nucs.
Lynfa’s final words are of encouragement and sound
practical advice.
Overall, an excellent and clearly written book with good
photographs. It will give the reader confidence to have
a go at small scale queen rearing from their favourite
queen.
Rachel Kellaway
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Swarming Storm Eunice
Paul Yates

I

have been asked to attend several swarms during my
time as a beekeeper, none quite as unusual as this
one. I received a call from our designated swarm
collector Nick Mensikov, asking for help to retrieve a wild
colony that had been disturbed by some local tree fellers.
Not only was the tree felled, but the arborists had already
started to cut it into sections. It came as a shock to them
to have the roar of their chainsaws drowned out by the
buzz of some angry bees. Putting it mildly, buzz stopped
play and they were on the phone to Cardiff Beekeepers for
some help.
So, here is the situation: it is the middle of February. We
have a team of tree fellers that are eager to carry on with
their contract. We have a wild colony of bees that do not
like tree fellers and we are bang in the middle of storms
Dudley & Eunice. Neither Nick nor I have any equipment
ready to house a swarm, and it is highly unlikely that this
exposed nest will survive the upcoming record winds.
With a hastily loaded van we made our way to the “Boy
are we pleased to see you!!” tree cutters. After carrying
out an initial survey of the scene, we formulated a very
fluid plan of how to rehome the bees.

A difficult work site - think about health and safety.
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The only box that we had available was a Poly hive
belonging to Nick. The plan was to cut out as much of
the wild comb as possible and secure it into empty frames
with elastic bands. The photographs show that the bees’
old home was an old tree of some size. It was very much
a case of taking our time and removing the sawn wood
sections taking care not to injure ourselves when lifting
these heavy wood trunks. This work had to be done
wearing protective bee suits and steel toe capped boots.
It pays to wear rubber gloves when collecting swarms
because they are easily cleaned in a solution of soda. For
all we knew this nest could be full of diseased bees.
The hive was assembled ready to take the frames which
had been laid out in readiness along with the elastic
bands. The smoker was prepared, and spare fuel made
accessible. Nick worked through the exposed combs in
a methodical manner. Empty comb was put to one side
away from the area that we were working in. Eventually
we reached the outer combs that contained some honey.
These combs were cut out of the nest and carefully
inspected both for disease & bees. We didn’t want to miss
a queen that had potentially gone walkabout around her
destroyed residence.

Inspecting comb for bees, stores and signs of disease.
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ensured that full frames were eventually placed in the Poly
Hive. It is important to keep the brood comb the right
way up in the frame otherwise the eggs they contain will
fall out. Eventually, Nick came to a section of comb that
contained the queen. Rather than disturb her majesty by
securing this section with elastic bands in a frame, it was
placed straight away into the Poly Hive. You will note that
I do not have a photo of the queen. Remember that it was
the middle of February, not particularly warm and the last
thing that we wanted to do was to lose her.

Inspecting comb before removing it from the nest.
Once the honeycombs were removed from the nest they
were trimmed down and placed in a Hoffman frame. It
was possible to place several sections of cut comb into
each frame; these were held in place by elastic bands.
We used up to three bands placed vertically around the
combs along with at least one placed horizontally. This
method held the comb within the frame and minimised
them wobbling about. Once a frame had been filled with
honeycomb it was placed in the Poly Hive. This process
was repeated until we reached the brood comb.
Brood comb secured within a frame.
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So, with the queen secured within the hive, we were able
to hasten our pace and fill the rest of the hive as best we
could with what remained of the original nest that was
still in the felled tree. We did not have a crown board
with us but placed a frame containing foundation above
the hive frames to minimise the amount of light that
entered the hive and hopefully keep the bees calm.
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Honeycomb secured within a frame using elastic bands.
The first indication that we had reached the brood nest
was the increased number of bees on each section of
comb. These combs needed a meticulous inspection to
avoid missing the queen. Extra care was needed when
securing these combs into the frames with the elastic
bands. It is important to align the brood nest sections
next to each other in the order that they are removed.
If the brood section was too small on its own, a piece
of honeycomb was placed next to it in the frame. This
Welsh Beekeeper

The queen is on a section of comb that is not in a frame.
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Once the new hive was full of frames, a section of plastic
queen excluder was placed above the brood nest and an
empty super put in place. The queen excluder in this
situation was to act as a shelf for us to hold honeycomb.
The photo shows that it only covered half of the brood
frames. Without being overly fussy we then stacked
whatever pieces of honey comb we had on top of the
queen excluder. At this point we noticed that there was
still a large cluster of bees within the cavity of the felled
tree. We collected these as best we could using a brush
to sweep them onto the plastic lid of the hive. These
bees were then shaken into the super containing the
honeycomb and allowed to make their way into the brood
section of the hive.

The super stacked with honeycomb.

then be rendered down and either made into candles
or exchanged for fresh foundation. We need to keep a
close eye on this hive. You will notice that there is a lot
of very dark comb which indicates that the bees have
been present for a number of years. This may be an
indication that they have learnt to live successfully with
the varroa mite. If this is the case then it would certainly
be worth using this hive as a source for queen rearing.
(By early May the swarm was doing well on four frames
and it was merged with a queenless colony.)

The hive secured in position to attract the flying bees.

At last, we were able to fit the roof onto the hive. The
assembled hive was secured using nylon straps and gaffer
tape. We positioned the hive entrance as close as possible
to the cross section of tree that had contained the original
nest. This hopefully would concentrate a scent signal to
any bees that were still flying around us. As the weather
forecast was for the worst storm in memory to descend
upon is within the next twelve hours, we placed a large
cross section of felled tree on top of the hive to keep it
weighed down.
The hive was left in place for several days before being
moved to a quarantine apiary. We needed to make sure
that any potential diseases were detected and dealt with.
So, what happens next for this hive? All being well, once
the season has progressed and we are able to confirm that
we have a healthy and productive queen we will carry out
a Baily Comb Change. This will give these bees a fresh
start on clean comb in a sterile hive. The old comb can
Gwenynwyr Cymru

Wanted
Candle dipping station.
Please call Kirsty Williams on 07377557233
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Further Experiences of a New Beekeeper
A.D.Rone

D

espite my curate’s egg of experiences in the
‘Introduction to Beekeeping Weekend’ held by
my local beekeepers’ club, my enthusiasm hadn’t
been curtailed in the slightest. In fact, I was chomping
at the bit to start with my own colony of bees. Bee suit,
equipment and the essential gloves were ordered first
thing on the following Monday morning. That same day,
I positioned my previously bought cedar pitched roof
National hive on a hastily erected stand at the bottom of
the garden, ensuring it faced the morning sun. A thought
did cross my mind that future lawnmowing might be a
problem, but I would cross that obstacle as and when an
issue arose. It was only a minor detail at this time.
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I stood back and was admiring this wonderful new
wooden edifice that now adorned our garden when my
wife interrupted my trancelike state of pure mindfulness
by shouting from the back door for me to clear the
kitchen table ‘immediately’ of the still unassembled
super and brood frames and foundation. I was relegated
somewhat unsympathetically to the garage to complete
what I found to be a challenging task. Do other
beekeepers have the same problem sliding the foundation
between the sides of the frames without it bending, do
they also almost end up in casualty using a Stanley knife
to separate the wooden frames, and why are there only ten
national frames and foundation in a kit, when the supers
or brood take eleven or twelve? My learning curve was
rising steeply. I decided not to mention to my wife that I
needed to order more equipment because she had already
compiled a spreadsheet of expenditure on what she called
my new recreation. Her calculations to date predicted that
my first pound of honey would cost approximately a jaw
dropping £1000.
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In an attempt to reduce future outgoings, I decided there
was no need to buy a nucleus of bees to house in my new
hive. I had seen ‘Bee Swarm Attractant’ advertised that
would in no time at all bring in a swarm of bees to reside
in this new luxury development at the bottom of my
garden. I ordered the product online and three days later
I filled the brood and super with the newly made frames
and sprayed a generous amount of this bee attractant
Welsh Beekeeper

inside and sat back and waited, and waited, and waited.
After two weeks of watching the skies and daily hive
inspections whilst avoiding my wife’s impassive but ever
so effective expression, I bit the bullet and made enquiries
in the bee club if anyone had a nuc of bees for sale. My
wife’s predicted balance sheet was now looking ominously
accurate.
Just two days later, a smiling beekeeper from the club
arrived with a nuc of local bees in the back of his car. As
I quickly donned my bee suit, I couldn’t help but notice
the deep throated and slightly perturbing thrum of the
bees. I silently prayed that this wasn’t a portent of things
to come. As we transferred the colony into my hive, the
beekeeper insisted we check that the queen had arrived
undamaged-and there she was, as fit as a fiddle, scurrying
around a frame. ‘Welcome to your new home’ I quietly
said to her and her fellow bees.
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he WBKA produce a number of bilingual technical advisory booklets to
guide their members in the management of their bee colonies. This latest
addition by Master Beekeeper, Lynfa Davies NDB provides an outline of
the beekeeping year for distribution to new beekeepers. It will also be available
online for more experienced beekeepers who want to review their beekeeping
practice. The content is based on a series of articles published by Lynfa in the
magazine of the British Beekeepers’ Association. Here are some excerpts from
‘The Apiary in June’ about the control of swarming and the potential for a
harvest of spring honey.

1

une is a lovely time of year and a busy one for
beekeepers. It is likely that at some point, you will
need to manage your colony’s impulse to swarm.
There is no disgrace in having a colony that is making
swarming preparations – this is perfectly normal. It is
what bees do to reproduce their colony and set up a new
home. As beekeepers we will spend much of our time
trying to reduce or delay this impulse until we are forced
to take action. There are good reasons why we should
control swarming and try to prevent it:
• Loss of honey crop if your colony is suddenly
halved in size
• Spread of disease including varroa
• Public nuisance - not everyone loves bees as much
as we do!

Despite extensive research, no single trigger has
been identified as a cause of swarming. In reality, a
combination of factors contributes in some part, and
trying to manage all of these factors is the challenge. Let’s
look at what we can do.
• Provide space in the brood nest and supers.
Overcrowding is one of the triggers that can lead to
swarming. Provide the queen with plenty of space
to lay which may mean adding a second brood box

or a super (for a brood and a half configuration).
Don’t forget to add supers ahead of them needing
one. Bees need space to process nectar and they
also need space to hang out and rest. When you
have a large colony, there will not be sufficient
space in the brood box to accommodate them.
• Make weekly inspections to check for signs of
queen cells that indicate the bees are preparing to
swarm. Take appropriate action if they are found.
• Note the build up of drones within the colony. This
goes hand in hand with colony development and
indicates that the colony is providing drones for
queen mating. This is another indicator of the onset
of swarm preparations.
• Use rapidly expanding colonies (as these are the
ones most likely to swarm) to make splits. This will
not prevent swarming, but it will delay it.
If you find unsealed queen cells during your inspection, it
is time to act. There are several methods of swarm control
that can be employed, and it is worth reading up on these
well before the season starts, so that you are prepared. The
WBKA has several useful booklets on this topic that are
available on the website
				Continued on page 26.

Overleaf: a Bee
BeeCraft
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‘What you can ask the caller about a swarm’
Gwenynwyr Cymru
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When a swarm call comes...
1

2

3

WHERE IS
THE CALLER

ASK FOR
A PHOTO

Is the swarm
within sensible
travel distance?
If not, suggest
calling the local
BKA or the
local council.

A photo
sent by
smartphone may
answer many
questions well
and rapidly.

IN A
CAVITY

WHERE ARE
THE BEES

HONEY
BEES

SMOOTH
AND
ORANGE
BROWN

OR

IN THE
GROUND

FURRY
AND
STRIPEY

NEST OF
PAPIER
MACHE

BUMBLE
BEES
ARE THEY A
NUISANCE?

Bumblebees
Reports of tree
bumblebees in nest
boxes, especially clouds
of drones when they are
looking for young queens,
are increasing.

WASPS

Wasps

YES

ARE THEY A
NUISANCE?

YES

NO

Solitary bees
Sometimes reported in
the ground or on the sides
of buildings visiting their
single-hole nests. Can be
in large numbers, especially
ivy bees in late summer.

NO

Suggest contacting
pest controller or, if
the caller seems able,
that they might wear
protection and use
commercially available
wasp-nest killer after
dusk.

Often mistakenly reported
as honey bees. They
build their papier mache
nests in cavities or in
underground chambers.
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Suggest that they
are left alone and
the area avoided if
necessary as the
nest will die out in
late summer.

Suggest leaving alone
and enjoying their
presence until autumn
when they will die out
after the first frosts.
Then block the entrance
to avoid re-use of the
void. -If bumblebees,
destroy the nest in
autumn to prevent
re-occupation in future.

O

OR

what you can ask the caller

Insurance and safety
If you are a member of the Welsh BKA (WBKA)
through your local association, you will have limited
public liability insurance but this does not cover :
• intentional damage to property to remove a
swarm from a building

IN A
CLOUD

OR

• injury to yourself while undertaking your
beekeeping activities – WBKA cover is not
accident or life insurance

IN A
CLUSTER

• activities which would not be considered normal
hobby beekeeping, eg commercial swarm
collection.
Make sure you are properly equipped and, rather than
climb, try to use tools that will enable you to retrieve a
swarm while standing at or near ground level.
Ask permission to trim or remove branches.
Avoid any kind of damage or alteration to property –
even with the owner’s permission.

LOTS
FLYING IN
A CLOUD
GOING
IN AND OUT
OF HOLES
(10+)?

HONEY
BEE
SWARM
Ask the caller to
watch them and
see if they settle
in one place.
Ask them to
call back when
they settle (they
may be leaving
or arriving or in
transit).

SOLITARY
BEES
Suggest that they
are left alone and
enjoyed as they
don’t sting.

Remember that while swarms tend to be gentle,
some may not be and some may be absconding
colonies – wear protection.

SIZE

GRAPEFRUIT

RUGBY BALL

BASKETBALL

SMALL

Tell caller
this may be too small
to survive but that you
will do your best
to remove it from
their property

INACCESSIBLE

Tell caller
it is too dangerous
for you to collect
and suggest contacting
a commercial swarm
collector

LARGE

ACCESS

GOOD

Swarm kit
smoker or water spray
skep, light commercial swarm box
or simple cardboard box

GET YOUR
KIT ON!

stone or prop to create gap
under box for entrance if needed
secateurs/pruners
to cut branches
stepladder if you are confident
handling a swarm on one
sheet and string to wrap box
bee vaccuum if you have one
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A Spring Honey Harvest
In a good season, where the spring was warm and forage
was abundant, you may be lucky enough to have a full
super of honey that is worth extracting. Spring honey
comes predominantly from trees such as hawthorn, fruit
trees and sycamore. It tends to be darker in colour than
summer honeys and is well worth extracting so that you
can enjoy its flavour. Also, if your bees have been working
oilseed rape you need to extract those supers promptly.
Oilseed rape honey will granulate very quickly so you
need to extract it before this happens otherwise you
cannot spin it out from the frames.

www.wbka.com

You may have heard references to a ‘June Gap’. This is
a natural break in nectar availability when the spring
flowers go over but before the summer ones are available
in any abundance. It can be a problem for large colonies
because they will be unable to find sufficient forage to
maintain themselves and, if you have already removed a
spring crop, they may very quickly run short of stores. It
does not occur every year, but you do need to be aware of
it. During your weekly inspections, make a note of how
much stores the bees have and if it is depleting rather
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than increasing you
Blwyddyn
may need to consider
y Wenynf
a
a light feed to tide
them over. This is a
bit of a juggling act
as you do not want
them to store syrup
in their supers, but
equally you do not
want the colony
to have a check as
Lynfa Dav
this could impact
ies
Meistr Ca
dw Gwen
yn, NDB
on their ability
to bring in a
summer crop.
As always, close
monitoring and recording of what you
see is useful to make comparisons week on week.
Beginners

Booklet (post

proof) 17.indd
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For other technical information and advice see:
https://wbka.com/wbka-publications/
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Wasps: Problem or Scapegoat?
Wally Shaw
WBKA Technical Officer

Last year, two of my colonies were killed by
wasps. How can I prevent this happening again?

T

his is a claim that I have heard many times over
the years but, based on personal experience and
observation, I find it difficult to understand. We
have been beekeeping for 35 years and live in an area of
small fields enclosed by stone walls and banks where wasp
nests are super-abundant, and I can honestly say that we
have never knowingly had a fully functional colony killed
by wasps. We have even had a large wasp nest under a
hive stand (see Figure 1) and never noticed it was there.
The key word here is ‘functional’ - the opposite being
‘dysfunctional’. The use of this latter term covers colonies
that are not working normally. Usually, the problem is
terminal and the colony is either queen-less or has a
drone-laying queen. Somewhere down the road to their
inevitable demise, such colonies give up the ghost and
no longer defend properly. So, yes, I have sometimes
found colonies with wasps in them and could easily have
jumped to the conclusion that this is what had killed
them. But was it wasps that actually killed the colony or
are they just a convenient scapegoat for the beekeeper?

Figure 1. A wasp nest found under a hive stand.
Gwenynwyr Cymru

They say that the worst enemy of a honey bee colony
(after the beekeeper that is) is another bee colony. Honey
bees are the face of organised crime – they are instinctive
robbers - which may be inconvenient for beekeepers, but
when looked at more closely, can be seen as an important
part of their survival repertoire. I don’t mean survival
for the individual colony of course but rather for the
species as a whole. If for some reason – probably the
weather - colonies are unable to store enough honey to
ensure winter survival, it is better (for the species) that
the strong colonies survive at the expense of the weak
– rather than they all starve. So as soon as a nectar flow
finishes, all strong colonies automatically check out other
colonies within range to see if they are weak enough to
be vulnerable to robbing. Finding their potential victim
is able to mount a vigorous defence quickly causes them
to abandon the activity. Figure 2 shows a colony in full
defence mode with a wasp trying to avoid their attention
– and failing.
Another good example of the efficiency of honey bees in
finding and exploiting an undefended source of honey
is when the beekeeper has put clearer boards on a hive
in readiness to remove the honey crop but has failed to
notice that there is an unauthorised entrance to the part
of the hive from which the bees are to be removed (e.g. a
hole in a box or badly fitting roof). We always put clearer
boards on hives in the evening and come back early next
morning to remove the boxes of honey. Nevertheless,
even in that short time, we have come back to find the
supers full of robber bees. They have quickly found the
smallest (now) undefended access point, recruited large
numbers of nest-mates and are in the process of robbing
it out – which can take just a few hours. Fortunately (or
wisely) we have come back before much of the crop has
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been lost, but had we delayed for 24 hours it would have
been a quite different story.
By contrast wasps are merely opportunistic amateurs
looking for a quick fix – and I do mean a ‘fix’. The key
difference between the two species is the ability of honey
bees to pass information to their nest mates through the
forage dance. If a source of goodies becomes available
in their vicinity this will quickly become known to a
rapidly increasing number of bees. Anybody who has
put a piece of honey contaminated equipment, like wet
comb, in the vicinity of hives will have seen this happen
before their eyes. Initially the odd bee and/or wasp will
be seen taking advantage of the free gift, but only a few
minutes later it will be black with bees and the wasps are
not even getting a look in. As soon as this source of sugar
becomes unprofitable the bees will disappear to forage on
something better, but the wasps will persevere and often
remain for several days trying to extract the last bit of
sweetness to feed their addiction.

www.wbka.com

I have used the term ‘addiction’ because that is really
what it is. Wasps are carnivores. They hunt for other
insects – caterpillars, greenfly (you name it) which they
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Figure 2. A hive entrance (8 mm x 100 mm in size), the
guard bees in action on the alighting board and a wasp
making a cautious approach (but not for long!)
kill, dismember with their powerful mandibles, and
carry the pieces back to their nest and feed them to the
wasp larvae. Wasps have a very narrow wasp-waist (or
petiole). This gives them great bodily flexibility, but it only
accommodates a very narrow digestive tract that cannot
cope with lumps of meat. So, most of the digestion for the

Summer 2022
whole colony is done by the larvae. In order to stimulate
feeding, each time a larva is fed it offers the reward of a
drop of sweet liquid in return. While the wasp nest is still
growing and there are an increasing number of larvae to
be fed, this all works to everybody’s satisfaction but when,
towards the end of the summer, the queen wasp is laying
less (and eventually dies), the adult wasps are no longer
getting their sugar ‘fix’ so they look elsewhere and will try
to take anything that is available and continue to do this
until they die. One source they use is nectar from flowers,
so they actually do some useful pollination later in the
summer. It is usually in July or August that they start to
try to enter hives and make a nuisance of themselves to
the bees and beekeepers.

A strong, queenright
colony and an
appropriate entrance
size provide the best
protection against
robbing.
As soon as a nectar flow ceases, or is interrupted by poor
weather, colonies will automatically turn their activity to
robbing. If your hives have large entrances this is the time
to reduce them (see below). The would-be robbers will
investigate all the colonies within range to see if any have
weak defences. As soon as they find they are not going
to be successful they will quickly give up and conserve
their energy. Many beekeepers fail to notice attempted
robbing because superficially, all you can see is bees
hovering in front of a hive. If you look more closely you
can see that their behaviour is somewhat different from
normal but it is easy to miss this sign.* Not so with wasps
intent on the same activity, their yellow and black stripes
are conspicuous and this gives the game away. The most
vulnerable colonies will be those that have already been
robbed-out by the highly organised bees, but it is the
wasps that get the blame.
Preventing robbing is simply a matter of having queenGwenynwyr Cymru

right colonies and ensuring that the hive has an entrance
size that is appropriate for the time of year and the size
of the colony. Remember the size of entrance that a
swarm is looking for when it is choosing a new home
(nest cavity) is about 10 cm2. To put this into perspective,
when we all used solid floors with a 21-22 mm depth,
the entrance size without an entrance block in place was
about 90 cm2, i.e. nearly 10 times what they would choose
for themselves. In the foraging season this large entrance
was thought to be necessary to provide the hive with
adequate ventilation. At the end of the summer, when the
nectar flow was dwindling, the wise beekeeper installed a
block that greatly reduced the entrance to around 10-20
cm2, thus giving the guard bees the upper-hand. Now
that most beekeepers use open-mesh floors, ventilation
of the hive is no longer a problem. We use floors with
surrounds that are only 9 mm high and have entrances
that are 8 mm high and 100 mm wide (about 8cm2) and
this suffices unchanged for the whole year (Figure 2).
We have been using this size of entrance since 2001 and
in that time have never once had a functional colony
subject to robbing. However, for a very small colony, we
will occasionally reduce the entrance size to 40 x 8 mm or
even 20 x 8 mm just to be on the safe side.
Many people think that a 100 x 8 mm entrance is too
small for the bees to come and go when foraging hard.
However, if you observe a colony with this entrance
size you will quickly realise this is not true. With openmesh floors there is rarely any ‘bearding’ at the hive
entrance and forager ‘gridlock’ simply does not occur. An
additional advantage of an 8 x 100 mm entrance is that
the hive needs no mouse-guard in winter.
Above are the reasons why beekeepers have such an
adverse view of wasps, whereas, in reality, they are good
guys (sorry girls). Their feeding controls the population
of many other insects thus preventing damage to crop
plants. Actually, it is not the Vespid wasps (the black
and yellow jobs that we think of as wasps and what
the Americans call yellow-jackets) that have the most
important role in controlling populations of other insects.
This is done by parasitic wasps of which there are three
main families, and the number of species is thought to
exceed 500,000 (world-wide). Most of these wasps are
quite small and inconspicuous and we are not aware of
their activity.
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* Signs of Robbing

other hives in the vicinity.

First of all, you have to know what normal behaviour in
front of the hive looks like. Foraging bees will be coming
to and fro purposefully. Outgoing bees may pause at the
hive entrance to clean their antennae before take-off but
then they will be on their way. Incoming foragers will be
carrying pollen loads or are heavy with nectar. Because
of their weight, they will often make a crash-landing near
the entrance or even fall to the ground and may take a few
moments to recover. They may also pause near the hive
entrance as though to catch their breath before entering,
but will only receive a cursory examination from the
guard bees – if any are on duty. Under good foraging
conditions, when the threat of robbing is low or nonexistent, there may be little evidence of guard bees until
you do something to disturb the colony. At certain times
of day, you may see a cloud of bees calmly hovering in
front of the hive. They will typically execute small circuits
round the hive before returning to their hovering position
facing the hive. Not to be confused with robbers, these
are young bees making their maiden or early flights and
learning the location of their home. This behaviour is
quite short-lived, and it is usually not synchronised with

When robbing behaviour is starting, bees may be seen
hovering in front of the hive, but they will be moving
rapidly from side to side and making occasional quick
darts towards the entrance to try to evade the guard bees.
There will often be fighting (bees wrestling each other)
near the hive entrance and on the ground beneath. At
this stage no serious robbing is occurring, it is just the
would-be robbers trying their luck. If the colony is able
to defend itself successfully this behaviour will quickly
die away, and normality will be restored. However, if the
robbers are able to overcome the guards it will quickly
become a free-for-all with bees flying straight into the
hive and emerging fully loaded, so much so that they may
have difficulty taking to the air. Inside the hive it will be
complete chaos with bees rushing around all over the
place and fighting each other for access to the combs. It
is not their home, so they simply tear the capping off the
cells to get at the honey and these will litter the floor of
the hive. If this situation is caught early enough the only
way to (hopefully) put a stop to it is to install a single bee
width entrance and it will probably be necessary to move
the hive to another apiary to give it a clean start.

www.wbka.com
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Oxalic Acid Vaporisation Re-visited
Wally Shaw
WBKA Technical Officer

S

oon after Prof. Ratneiks and his group at Sussex
University published their work on oxalic
vaporisation, I wrote an article on the subject that
was published in Welsh Beekeeper in summer 2017. In
the 2021 winter edition of the Welsh Beekeeper, Jill Hill
used a photograph (Figure 1) that showed honey bee
eggs included in the fall of mites after oxalic vaporisation.
Some readers responded to say that they had never
experienced this outcome. As a result, we thought that
it might be worth re-visiting the subject, in particular
to re-assure people that this is most unusual. In several
hundred vaporisation treatments over 5 or 6 years I have
never seen anything like that (and I do scrutinise the
catch-trays carefully). In fact, I have seen no damage to
brood of any age. Jill blamed herself for carrying out the
treatment whilst there was brood in the hive, but I do not
for a moment think this was the cause. Obviously, the
ideal is to do a single vaporisation when there is no brood
present; when all the mites will be on the bees (phoretic)
and not in the brood. However, in our fairly warm
oceanic climate in Wales, this rarely happens – at least at
low elevation. However, I can still offer no explanation for
what happened to Jill’s colony, but would be interested if

anybody has any suggestions.
One of the big advantages of vaporisation is that it can
be repeated at short intervals without apparently causing
any damage to the bees (brood or adults). This is not
the case with the trickle method, in which 3.2% (w/v) of
oxalic acid in a 1:1 sugar solution is trickled on the bees
(Figure 2) and it is strongly advised not to repeat this
treatment on the same bees. It is also known that even a
single trickle treatment reduces the lifespan of some of
the bees and the colony is slightly weaker as a result – but
probably not nearly as weak as it would have been if the
mite population had not been kept under control.
By contrast, oxalic acid vaporisation is thought to have
no such ill-effects, either in the short- or long-term. This
means it can be used 3 times in quick succession at 5–7

Figure 2. The trickle method of treatment is effective
against Varroa but can reduce the lifespan of some bees.

Figure 1. Mites and eggs seen by Jill Hill.

Gwenynwyr Cymru

day intervals to cover a complete brood cycle. In this way
all the mites in the colony are exposed to the treatment
and the combined kill is high at around 90%. This means
that it can be used effectively at any time of the year and
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certainly some of my use has been when there was quite
a lot of brood present in all stages and there has been no
sign of any damage. With our own colonies we are, for
various reasons, currently using oxalic acid vaporisation
as our sole method of Varroa control and this has been
successful so far.
Unfortunately, for beekeepers with a small number of
colonies, oxalic acid vaporisation is probably not a viable
option because of the high initial set up cost. There is
quite a long list of approved miticides that beekeepers can
use to control Varroa and I certainly do not feel qualified
to recommend which would be the best option. For many
years (2001-2019) we relied on Apiguard at the end of the
summer and oxalic acid trickle mid-winter and that did
the business.

www.wbka.com

There are a number of vaporisers on the market but the
one I know and can recommend is the Varrox (a heated
cup vaporiser) which currently costs £140. You also
need a 12-volt car battery and since the cup is rated at
150W (and therefore draws a fairly hefty 12 amps), so it
probably needs to be of about 40 amp/hr capacity. Total
cost of the kit is in excess of £200 - not a cheap option.
But if you think of this in terms of the number of trays of
Apiguard you would need to buy it doesn’t sound so bad.
There are cheaper cup vaporisers on the market, but I
cannot vouch for their quality.
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There are also vaporiser guns available that range in
price from about £50 to over £400. Having used a
bottom-end of the market gas powered vaporiser, I was
not impressed with its efficacy, i.e. its kill rate. I have
heard other reports that guns are not as effective as cup
vaporisers, presumably because they do not provide the
comprehensive vapour penetration of the hive that cup
vaporisers obviously do. When you stand and watch
the oxalic vapour oozing out of all tiny gaps in the hive
you wonder how the bees survive it – but they do and
apparently with little distress and within 5 minutes the
colony is working as before the treatment as though
nothing had happened. The advantage of guns is that are
much quicker to use (time per hive) but you certainly
need to wear comprehensive protective equipment to
remain safe. With cup vaporisers there is 30 second
warm-up period after connection to the battery before
any vapour is produced by which time you can retire a
safe distance (up-wind of course).
Welsh Beekeeper

N.B. Just to be clear, the dense white fumes that you see
issuing from the hive during treatment are not actually
oxalic acid vapour, i.e. not a gas. It is really a cloud of
micro-crystals that has formed as the gas rapidly cools
and is equivalent to what you see issuing from a boiling
kettle, which is a cloud of minute water droplets. Because
the material you are heating is oxalic acid dihydrate
(contains two molecules of water) the vapour also
contains water. The micro-crystals settle down on all
surfaces in the hive – combs, bees and mites - where they
persist for some while, but I have no idea how long they
remain active (i.e. killing mites) – but several days judging
by a prolonged fall.
How to Use a Cup Vaporiser
It is not just a simple matter a shoving a cup vaporiser
into the entrance of the hive, turning it on and hoping for
the best! It requires a bit more thought and attention to
detail than that.
The basic design of cup vaporisers anticipates that they
are inserted through the hive entrance and sealed with
foam or a piece of cloth. The expectation is that the
floor is solid and has a surround height of 20-22 mm. In
practice most floors are now open-mesh and many (the
better ones in my view) have a surround height of as little
as 9 mm.
Then there is also the small matter of plastic hives – hot
metal and plastic are not entirely compatible. So, what is
the best solution for the different types of floors?
1. Solid Floors: All solid floors seem to have just about
sufficient depth to introduce the vaporiser through
the front hive entrance where it can be sealed with
a piece of foam or cloth. The only problem is trying
to keep the vaporiser from tipping-up or twisting
because if it does not remain flat on the floor, the hot
cup could come into contact with brace-comb on the
frame bottom-bars; wax and propolis melt and fill
the hive with fumes other than oxalic acid and make
a nasty mess of the vaporiser cup. I don’t have any
solid floors, but a possible solution could be to use a
suitably sized wooden wedge to hold the vaporiser in
place. If the cup rests firmly on the floor all that will
happen is that it will leave a fairly insignificant scorch
mark on the wood.
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2. Open-mesh Floors: Here the best solution is to
insert the vaporiser from the back of the hive and
beneath the mesh. All this requires is a catch tray
of heat resistant material onto which the vaporiser
can be firmly clamped. The one I have been using
for my own floor design is shown in Figure 3, but
it is the principle that matters not the detail. This
is then inserted as though it were the catch-tray.
Obviously the normal ‘Corrux’ catch tray is plastic
(polypropylene) and not suitable, but a tray made out
of 6mm plywood is satisfactory. The wood scorches
but it will take many vaporisations before it needs
to be replaced. There are two problems with under-

Figure 3. For open mesh floors, the vaporiser is firmly
clamped onto a heat resistant catch tray.
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mesh vaporisations. The first is that some of the
oxalic acid condenses on the mesh (and falls back
on the tray) but an extra 0.5 g of oxalic acid solves
that problem (the exact dosage does not seem to be
critical, you see a range of amounts from 1 g up to
2.5 g recommended). The second (potential) problem
is does the oxalic acid corrode the mesh? It does not
seem to react at all with epoxy-coated black mesh that
is used in my floors but what it does to the galvanized
mesh or expanded metal, I have no idea.
3. Floors on Plastic Hives: These are somewhat
problematic as any contact between the heated cup
and the plastic could be disastrous. Most plastic
hives have at least a mesh panel in the floor and for
these the only solution I have found is to rest the
cup on the surface of the hive stand – which in my
case is a concrete paving slab - directly under this.
Bits of foam can be used to prevent vapour escaping
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round the edges. It’s not ideal but it seems to work
reasonably well.
The Vaporisation in Operation
The following are the steps of the vaporisation process:
• If not introducing the vaporiser through the hive
entrance, first block it with foam.
• Measure the correct amount of oxalic acid into the
(cold) vaporiser cup.
• Introduce the vaporiser to the hive and ensure that
it is in a stable position and is not in contact with
anything with which it should not be in contact.
• Connect vaporiser clips to the battery.
• Time the vaporisation on your watch – depends on
power of vaporiser. A kitchen cooking timer is a
handy bit of kit here.
• Stand well back and upwind until no more fumes
can be seen emanating from the hive.
• After the vaporisation time has expired, disconnect
from the battery, and wait 2 minutes before
withdrawing vaporiser.
• If vaporisation was done through hive entrance,
immediately block with foam to prevent escape of
vapour and leave in place for 10 minutes.
• If vaporising under a mesh floor, quickly insert
catch tray and this can be left there for several days
if you want to see what mite-fall results.
• Cool the vaporiser cup by dipping in water and
move on to the next hive.
• Finally, if you have blocked the hive entrance do
NOT forget to check that it is unblocked before you
leave the apiary. The bees will appreciate that!
This is not a quick job and I find it takes about 6 minutes
per hive.
Final Thoughts
Because of the expense involved, groups of beekeepers
living in the same area might want to band together and
share equipment and the cost. Alternatively, Associations
might want to purchase equipment for lending to
beekeepers. This sounds good in theory but has all sorts
of logistical problems. By the way, you will also need a
battery charger, but I guess most households that own a
car will already have one of those.
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Encaustic painting
using beeswax
Irene Gardiner

I

n 2016 my youngest child left home for university.
Finding myself free to focus on my my art, I enrolled
on the Fine Art degree at Aberystwyth University.
Over the 3 years of my degree I developed a technique
where I would print my own woodcut designs onto wet
strength tissue using acrylics, then rip these up and use as
collage then paint to create the image. Most of my work
is about the environment and it felt wrong to use acrylic
paints. So, in 2019, the first year of my masters degree, I
experimented with encaustic painting using beeswax.
Wax preparation, tools and first stage canvasses

The image above shows ‘Rustic Arcadia’. My last work
using acrylic paints.
Beeswax as a medium for painting has existed for over
two thousand years. To create a good strong paint the
beeswax is melted and then ground damar gum is added
to the mix. Colour is manipulated by the addition of
ground pigments, oil paints, and inks. The wax always
needs to be kept hot and the artist must learn how to
work quickly to avoid the wax setting. This technique is
great for layering and perfect for how I like to work.
I melt the mixtures on a wood burner in my studio. All
brushes used must be natural bristle or they melt, and as
you have to work fast, metal tools are great to heat up, remelt and manipulate the wax. The canvases shown are an
example of the first layer of printed tissue, dipped into a
pot of melted encaustic paint and laid out onto the canvas,
then melted onto the canvas with a metal heat tool.
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These were all explorations in the use and mixing of
beeswax in encaustic painting. All the paint used here are
different mixes of wax, damar gum and pigments and all
involve an amount of printed tissue.
I caught COVID-19 in March 2020 and spent many
weeks very ill and at times close to death. This involved
some serious hallucinations showing me the suffering and
pollution the planet and its creatures are going through. I
was desperate to paint once my health returned.
Spring was bright, the skies were clear due to lockdown
and a new beginning felt possible. I spent a week outdoors
painting ‘New Earth’. I gathered my beeswax, damar gum,
and some natural pigments such as rust and cochineals
and decided to explore encaustic painting in large scale.
This wasn’t easy as I was still suffering from the long term
effects of the COVID-19 infection.
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Two years on and ‘New Earth’ is being used as the
album cover of ‘Born Free’ by Minds Behind the Music,
Musicians Unite to Save the Planet.
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New Earth (2020)

Top: Aberystwyth Movement; Centre: Autumn
Bottom: Sunset (2019 works)
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I didn’t finish my masters using beeswax due to difficulties
from lockdown. My final exhibition explored and
expressed my concerns for the planet. Using flowers I
had pressed, natural pigments and found insects in the
garden I created a series of paintings expressing my
concern for nature and our planet.
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Irene with her graduation exhibition in 2021:
The Bee and the Butterfly
I’ve always wanted to keep bees, they fascinate me and I
am aware that they have had a bad time with Varroa in
recent years, and they are so important for pollination
and the environment. I followed and enjoyed a course
in practical beekeeping with Meirionydd Beekeepers’
Association. The teaching was excellent, enthusiastic, and
so interesting. It was great being in a room with fellow
human beings who are as enthusiastic about bees as I am
becoming, definitely gives you a buzz!
I now have my first two hives; they are placed in the field
where they are going to be living. I am trying to feel and
work out the final resting place before the bees arrive. Just
finding the right spot is a bit of a science.

There are ways in which I am aware that my work will
change after learning about bees and soon, keeping bees.
Little did I know how hard these little bee friends of
ours must work to collect all that wax being used in my
paintings, or the honey for my tea.
I am looking forward to using my own beeswax in my
paintings, getting all those lovely dark colours that the
bees themselves create on the wax, and using this in my
painting. I am getting the urge to work like a bee and pull
some 3D shapes from the canvas, who knows where this
could go? Follow my work on Instagram at
				irene_gardiner23

Nectar Hunter
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The Flies That Build:
Beekeeping in ancient Egypt*
Pauline Norris PhD

T

he association between bees and humans appears
to be at least 10 thousand years old. It probably
began with honey hunting when Stone Age
man robbed wild bee nests in trees and caves. Then,
presumably by chance, wild swarms nested in pots and
other suitable places close to human habitation and
humans realised they were onto a good thing. It was far
easier to break open a nest on the ground than to poke
angry bees out of crevices in cliffs or up trees, so humans
began to encourage bees to nest near villages by putting
out rudimentary hives. There is then a long gap in the
history of beekeeping until we get to ancient Egypt. Even
so, there are only 5 known groups of depictions of bee
keeping from the whole span of Egyptian history and after
about 600 BC there is another gap in the records until
around 1000 AD in Italy.
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The Egyptians believed that bees were a gift from the gods
and were created from the tears of the sun god, Ra, hitting
the ground. A later idea borrowed from the Greeks was
a little more drastic. A cow’s head was left under a tree to
rot until the flesh fell away. At this point, bees came out of
the eye sockets. Except they were not bees but a bee looka-like, the hoverfly Eristalis tenax which feeds on rotting
flesh. This theory, known as Bugonia, was not disproved
until 1668 AD!

Figure 1. Modern pottery hives at El-Minya
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The bees were probably Apis mellifera lamarckii, a subspecies native to the Nile Valley. These are small, low
yielding, aggressive bees and good housekeepers but,
uniquely, they do not collect propolis. Pollen analyses
indicate that they fed on Persea (more likely Mimusops
schimperi) and Balanites aegyptiaca (Desert Dates).
Because of the then annual Nile flood, the land in the
Delta and beside the river further south was very fertile so
there was no closed season for honey gathering as there
was always food for the bees.
The hives were initially made of twigs and woven reeds
covered with mud. They were stacked on their sides and
stabilised with clay. They were sealed with mud with
a small entry hole for the bees and a removeable mud
seal at the other for smoking and to enable comb to be
extracted. The bees entered and left through the small
hole whilst the bee-keepers worked at the other end—
totally without protective gear! Later, mud was replaced
by clay or pottery hives, still cylindrical and stacked on
top of one another, with up to 3-500 in a stack as can still
be seen today (Figure 1).
The earliest depiction of organized beekeeping in Egypt
dates to around 2400 BC from the sun temple of Niuserre
at Abu Gurab, near Cairo, although there is evidence for
an association of humans and bees in the names and titles
of Egyptian kings by at least 3400 BC. Five fragments
of wall decoration from this temple, now in the Neues
Museum, Berlin, show workers quieting the bees or
smoking them or calling the queen - opinions differ;
drawing honey from cylindrical hives; pressing and then
packing honey in large jars which were then sealed.
The three other examples still remain in tombs on the
West Bank of the Nile opposite Luxor. The first, dating to
c. 1450 BC is in the tomb of Rekhmire in the Valley of the
Nobles (Figure 2). On the left of this wall painting,
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Figure 2. A scene from the tomb of Rekhmire
men are storing honey in various types of container. On
the right, two men are working at the backs of three clay
hives. One is holding a smoker ready to calm the bees
whilst his companion reaches into the hive to extract the
comb. A kneeling man is shown wafting smoke from a
bowl-shaped smoker in the tomb of Amenhotep, also
on the West Bank at Luxor. It has been suggested that
this bowl was in fact a censer used to offer incense to the
bees and by chance the Egyptians had discovered the
technique of smoking as a side effect of religious ritual
(Kritsky 2015: 28-29). A tomb, the owner is unknown,
from the same period contains a scene of men harvesting
honey from cylindrical hives piled on top of one another.
The last scenes are in the tomb of Pabasa, which dates
to c. 650 BC and was allegedly damaged by Alexander
the Great (Figures 3 and 4). Figure 3 shows a keeper
decanting honey into a tall jar and Figure 4 depicts Pabasa
kneeling at the back of the clay hives in the attitude of
praising his bees. In both the last two figures, the bees
are depicted in the customary manner used to indicate a
swarm.

Figure 3. Decanting honey
Gwenynwyr Cymru

The manner in which extraction was done is unkown
but it is possible to deduce the method from what
happens today. The bees were smoked out and the round
honeycomb removed from the hive. It was placed in a
cowskin, tied up and the worker jumped up and down
on the skin to break up the comb. Honey was drained
off through a small hole into a large pottery jar with a
sieve of grass and twigs in the neck to catch impurities.
There were several grades of honey according to colour
and quality: each jar was sealed with a stamp indicating
the grade and colour. The honey found in the Tomb of
Tutankhamun was labelled honey of good quality-stph.
This would have been the purest, light-coloured honey
from the Delta or Nile Valley areas. Dark or red honey
came from the desert. Wild, desert honey was prized and
was offered to Ra in the form of perfumes or unguents.
The king, who owned all bees and honey in Egypt, sent
out honey gatherers with armed guards specifically to
collect desert honey.
Honey was used in cooking, in wine and mead and as
an offering and records show that 300 kg of honey and
comb was presented to Amun-Re at just one festival.
Considering that one cylindrical hive produced 0.957 kg
of honey it gives an idea of the scale of beekeeping in the
country. Mead was not confined to human consumption.
A number of temples kept crocodiles which were hand fed
meat and cakes washed down with mead. Honey was used
as an antibacterial base for medicines or applied direct
to wounds. The Papyrus Ebers records 147 prescriptions
containing honey including suppositories, contraceptives
and cures for baldness.
One hive could produce 0.062 kg of wax which was used
as a paint binder; a coating for wall paintings; a wood
treatment and as an adhesive. It was ground to make an
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assume something similar to the hot water technique
used by the Romans was employed.
The king owned all the land in Egypt. The workers lived
to supply the king and temples with honey and had to
make do with dates and other fruit for sweeteners. By
1000 BC some bee farmers kept 5000 hives over a wide
area. Hives were transported up and down the Nile Valley
by boat or donkey following the seasonal flowering plants.
The keepers paid tax in honey as there was no monetary
system. The tax man always has the last word!
Further reading:

Figure 4. Pabasa kneeling to praise his bees
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adhesive to fix razor blades to handles and ladies styled
their wigs with it. Mummys were treated with wax and
wax images were used in magic rituals. It is not known
how the Egyptians rendered the wax, but it is safe to
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Crane, E. (2011) The world history of beekeeping and
honey hunting. I.B.R.A., Cardiff.
Davies, N. de (1944) The tomb of Rekhmire at Thebes.
Ayer Co., Salem, New Hampshire.
Kritsky, G. (2015) The Tears of Re. Oxford University
Press, Oxford.
*Figures 1, 3 and 4 by and copyright of the author. Figure
2 Davies (1944).
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Beevolution
John Gee
Aberystwyth BKA

H

oney bees are remarkable creatures; every
beekeeper knows that. We admire their
social organisation and their sophisticated
communication. We know that their foraging activity
pollinates many flowers, including those of important
crops. We value their ability to produce and mould wax
to form comb and, of course, to make honey.
For all these reasons and more, biologists also find honey
bees deeply fascinating. What is perhaps less well known
to beekeepers is that honey bees (and related species)
have played an important part in the development of
our understanding of evolution. Indeed, they have set
evolutionary biologists puzzles that are still not quite
solved. To explain why this is so I will need to tell a
story that is a little different from the usual article in The
Welsh Beekeeper. There will be no practical advice on
beekeeping, and it will feature animals other than honey
bees, including some that are not even insects. I will dip
into evolutionary science from the earliest days to the
present, and there will even be the occasional excuse to
mention Wales.
The story starts with the son of a Shrewsbury doctor.
After an undistinguished student career at Cambridge
University (having dropped out of medical studies
in Edinburgh), he spent some time assisting with a
geological survey of North Wales. That done, he walked
cross-country from Capel Curig to Barmouth to join
some student friends. About a year later, in 1831, he
signed up as an unpaid naturalist on a naval vessel
embarking on a two-year survey voyage. The trip turned
out to last five years, the ship was HMS Beagle and, if you
have not already guessed, the young man was Charles
Darwin.
By the time he arrived back in England in 1836 he already
had the bones of a theory explaining how plants and
animals could change over time. It was complete in note
form by 1842, but it was not until 1859 that he made it
Gwenynwyr Cymru

public in his book ‘On the Origin of Species by Means of
Natural Selection’. Why did he take so long?
At that time the biblical account of Creation was the
established view. According to Archbishop Ussher,
Creation commenced on October 23, 4004 BC, a timeline
broadly endorsed by others, including Sir Isaac Newton.
Whilst some scientists in Darwin’s day believed that
the earth must be very much older, and that species
had changed over time, these notions would have been
widely regarded as controversial or even heretical. More
importantly, there was no plausible mechanism that could
explain species evolution.
Darwin’s breakthrough was to suggest that natural
selection, working on the small differences between
individuals, could lead to changes in species and indeed
give rise to new species. Anticipating resistance, he
marshalled evidence painstakingly and refined his
arguments before daring to go public. This could explain
the long delay before publication, although chronic illness
and the need to write reports on the Beagle voyage may
also have contributed. Perhaps domestic life intruded;
in 1839 he married his cousin Emma Wedgwood (of
the pottery lineage and a frequent visitor to her aunts in
Tenby) and by 1857 she had given birth to 10 children.
He might not have published even as early as 1859 had he
not become aware that Alfred Russel Wallace, a naturalist
and professional specimen collector born in Llanbadoc,
had arrived independently at similar ideas.
Honey bees and their close relatives feature frequently
in ‘… the Origin of Species …’, but most notably in
the chapter on ‘Instinct’. Here Darwin addresses two
potential arguments against his theory, the problems of
accounting for perfection and for altruism.
No animal construction appears more perfect than the
regular hexagonal cells of the honey bee comb. They use
the minimum amount of wax to enclose the maximum
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to reproductive age and, crucially, production of offspring
which themselves reproduce. Natural selection favours
changes that increase individual fitness. Honey bees are
at the extreme end of the scale of social animals; biologists
describe them as ‘eusocial’. Not only do they live together
and co-operate in the care of young, but most of the
colony members waive their right to reproduce. We know
this works well for colonies now, but how could it have
evolved through natural selection acting on individuals?
By definition, individuals that do not reproduce have
zero fitness. This problem really bothered Darwin – he
thought it could be “actually fatal to my whole theory”.
His explanation was that altruistic behaviour could be
selected if it was beneficial to the species. This idea of
‘group selection’, as opposed to individual selection, is
now broadly discounted by evolutionary biologists but a
related notion may have a role to play in explaining the
evolution of the altruism shown by eusocial insects.

Altruism, where an animal behaves in a way that benefits
others to its own cost, is potentially more difficult to
reconcile with natural selection, popularly described (but
not by Darwin) as ‘the survival of the fittest’. ‘Fitness’ in
evolutionary terms is not athleticism but rather survival

Neither Darwin nor Wallace knew how characteristics
were passed on from parent to offspring. The foundations
of modern genetics had been laid in 1866 by Austrian
monk Gregor Mendel, himself an experienced and
innovative beekeeper, but his work remained largely
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volume of stores. Sceptics might claim that such an
exquisite structure could not have been the result of
anything other than Divine design, and that it was
unlikely to have evolved by degrees from something
simpler. From observations and experiments on his own
bees, Darwin described how new comb was made by
simple instinctual behaviour. He also outlined a series of
“intermediate gradations”, less perfect but still functional
cells made by other bee species. For instance, bumblebees
sometimes extend brood cells to form irregular rounded
cells. Stingless meliponine bees make spherical cells, but
where these are close enough to intersect a flat cell wall is
made between them, just as in honey bee comb. It is not
difficult to imagine how structures like these could have
been stages on the route to honey bee perfection, each
stage reducing the amount of energy required to produce
wax and leaving more energy for activities essential for
reproduction of the colony.
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unknown until the turn of the century; the term ‘gene’
was not coined until 1909. Convergence of thinking
on evolution and genetics then led to the emergence
of the idea of ‘kin selection’. This proposes that a gene
that is potentially disadvantageous to an individual can
nonetheless spread in a population providing it confers
advantages on relatives who could be carrying the same
gene. Or as J B S Haldane put it jokingly, he “would
lay down his life for two brothers or eight cousins” –
the numbers reflect genetic closeness. Evolutionary
biologists refer to this idea as ‘inclusive fitness’, in which
reproduction by relatives, not just the individual, must
be taken into account. Could kin selection explain the
evolution of eusociality in bees?
Bees, ants and wasps all belong to the insect order
Hymenoptera. Something else they have in common is
haplo-diploid sex determination, which also occurs in
the unrelated, gall-forming thrips (minute plant-parasitic
insects). In the more familiar XY mechanism, found
in many other animal groups, sex is determined by the
inheritance of X and Y sex chromosomes; individuals
with two Xs are female, those with an X and a Y are
male. In hymenopterans there are no sex chromosomes,
instead the sex of an individual depends on the total
number of chromosomes it possesses. Honey bee queens
and workers hatch from fertilised eggs, so they have the
diploid number of chromosomes, inherited from both
mother and father, and are female. Drones hatch from
unfertilised eggs which means they have half the diploid
number of chromosomes; they are haploid and male. A
less well-known consequence is that workers are more
closely related genetically to their sisters than they would
be to their own offspring, or to their mother (Figure
1). Was it this peculiarity that led to the evolution of
eusociality, in which most females give up reproduction
in the interests of helping their mother produce more
sisters?
All ants are eusocial, but many bee and wasp species
are solitary. They all share the same haplo-diploid sex
determination, so whilst it may have facilitated evolution
of eusociality in some bees and wasps, it is clearly not
sufficient. More than that, eusociality is most common in
Hymenoptera but it also occurs in other animal groups.
Termites are all eusocial but have XY sex determination.
So do the very small number of non-insect, eusocial
animals such as snapping shrimp and naked mole rats.
Gwenynwyr Cymru
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Figure 1. Simplified diagram of honeybee reproduction.
Coloured bars represent chromosomes (the actual number
in bees is greater). Meiosis is a cell division during egg
production which shuffles genes between chromosomes
and then divides the chromosomes between daughter
cells; each resulting egg is different and has half the
number of chromosomes of its mother. Mitosis is a cell
division in drones that produces copies that are the same
as the parent. Unless there are mutations; sperm from
each drone are genetically identical to parental cells. If
they have the same drone parent, females share 75% of
their genes with sisters, but 50% with their mother or
(for queens) with their daughters.
Haplo-diploid sex determination thus appears to be
neither sufficient nor necessary for eusociality to occur.
Further, many beekeepers will know that a queen is
likely to mate with more than one drone. Working out
the exact effect of this on the relatedness of workers is
complex but it would tend to reduce inclusive fitness.
Are there any other characteristics shared by eusocial
animals that might have been important in the evolution
of eusociality? All the members of a colony live in a
communal nest which could be too expensive a structure
to recreate for any female trying to start up on her own
account. For most eusocial animals, moving to a new
site incurs significant risk of predation. In some eusocial
animals (but not honey bees) non-reproductive females
stand a chance of becoming reproductive should the
‘queen’ in the colony die. In all eusocial animals the
members of a colony are kin and in some cases they all
share the same father. The distribution of these features
among the groups of eusocial animals is shown in Figure
2. Any one or more of these features (including haplodiploid sex determination) could have facilitated the
evolution of eusociality by making it less attractive for a
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& wasps

Termites
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Snapping
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Naked mole
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Haplo-diploid?
Monogamous?

Kin group?
Risk?
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Figure 2. Distribution of characteristics that may have
been important in the evolution or reinforcement of
eusociality, in the animal groups in which it occurs.
‘Risk’ refers to predation risk in setting up a new colony.
‘Inheritance’ is the chance of a non-reproductive female
being promoted to queen.
non-reproductive female to break ranks and reproduce.
However, some features may be the result of eusociality or
simply serve to reinforce it once it has evolved.
Bees are perhaps the ideal group of animals for studying
the evolution of eusociality, better than ants, wasps or
termites. All ant and termite species are eusocial, so no
comparisons can be made with solitary species within
the same group. The overwhelming majority of solitary
wasps are specialist insect parasitoids (they lay eggs in
other insect larvae on which their larvae feed) with a
very different lifestyle from the social wasps. In contrast,
all bee species feed on nectar and pollen but they show
the full range of social behaviour, from non-social,
solitary bees right through to the eusocial honey bees and
meliponine bees.
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Comparative studies of the DNA (‘phylogenetics’) of bee
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species show that sociality has evolved independently
four times, twice in the sweat bees (Halictidae), once
in the carpenter bees (Xylocopinae) and once in the
corbiculate bees (which include the honey bee). There
are many solitary species of bees (such as the leafcutter
bees of the Megachilidae) and many with intermediate
degrees of sociality, less than fully eusocial. Some
bee species, including most but not all sweat bees and
many of the carpenter bees, behave socially only under
particular environmental circumstances - they are
facultatively, as opposed to obligately, social. Recent
research shows that the environment can influence the
way in which genes function, without changing the gene,
but that these changes in gene function eventually can
become fixed and passed on to succeeding generations.
This may be how some facultatively social bees became
obligately social.
Darwin was right to be concerned about the difficulty of
explaining the existence of non-reproductive females in
honey bees. Fortunately, it did not prove to be fatal to
his theory, but it has set a puzzle with which evolutionary
biologists continue to grapple, a century and a half after
the publication of ‘… the Origin of Species …’. Future
studies of bee molecular genetics and developmental
biology promise to tell us much more about how
eusociality evolved. We can be sure that bees will be
at the focus of evolutionary research for many years to
come.
Dr John Gee is a zoologist and ecologist who was on the
academic staff of Aberystwyth University until he retired
and took up beekeeping. He and his bees moved recently
to Sussex, but he remains a member of Aberystwyth
Beekeepers’ Association.
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Bees who do not read the books.
Some interesting and unusual things we have
learned about bees.
1. We were called for a swarm that had started to
make a home underground in a fire hydrant.
We were always told that honeybees do not live
underground, only Bumble bees and Wasps,
and were surprised to see this.
2. The munchers: We had a row of swarms in nuc
boxes and visiting one evening there was a
very loud noise coming from one of them. We
always put a used comb in a swarm box with
other frames and foundation. The bees in this
box were chewing this comb into dust which
other bees were sending out of the entrance by
fanning their wings. The next day this comb had
been chewed away completely and the remains
were all over the ground outside. They then

built new comb on the frame.
3. Too many queens: We opened a colony one
day and found: a queen still laying, new mated
and laying queen, virgin queen, queen cells
in all stages of development. “What shall we
do?” I asked Pete. “Put them back together they
will sort it out.” and they did. The next week
we found only the new, laying queen. All the
cells had been torn down, there was no sign of
the old queen, or the virgin and they had not
swarmed.
4. Honeydew honey in Wales. We live in the
middle of a conifer wood and, in one year only,
I found a part super that was dark wine red in
colour. I seem to remember the weather was
very hot that summer. I danced around the
honey room saying, “I am going to extract this
separately and keep it for ourselves” and we
did, and it was delicious.

5. We had just brought back colonies from
the oilseed rape and also had a couple of
swarms already in the garden.
One lunchtime, I heard a loud
noise outside and it was one of
the colonies swarming. There was
a large quantity of bees, and they
were just about to land in a tree
BIO FONDABEE
close by. At the same moment one of
Certified organic fondant paste
the swarms with a virgin queen in
NEW Packaging - Sealed bags 2.5kg / 70 x (5 x 2,5g)
also took off from their nuc box and
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New BDI Additional Premium Rates
BDI has conducted a review of its premiums. which has resulted in a small decrease to the additional premium rate charged
for the following bands in 2023:
Up to five colonies (including the basic three colonies) £1.20 compared to £2.00 in 2022.
Up to ten colonies (including the basic three colonies) £4.70 compared to £5.25 in 2022
The basic subscription of £2.00 for the first three colonies and all other bands will remain the same.
These premiums will apply for returns submitted from Spring 2023 using the ER2 membership system. No action is needed as
additional premiums are calculated automatically when a member enters the number of colonies to insure.
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Photo Competition Winners!

hank you all for your entries to our photo competition and congratulations
to the winners. Thanks also to Claire Waring for judging and Northern Bee
Books, who have kindly sponsored the summer competition and donated a
£30 voucher for the overall winner.

1st

Sponsor:

northernbeebooks.co.uk

2nd

Clive Williams

Lynfa Davies

3rd

Richard Terrell

Our photo competition is continuing, so get snapping!
Note that the following rules will apply.
• Entrants must be WBKA members, either directly or through membership of a WBKA-affiliated
association.
• Entries must be submitted, by email, to editor@wbka.com, by the following deadlines:
31 October for the Winter edition; 31 January for the Spring edition;
30 April for the Summer edition; 31 July for the Autumn edition.
• Entries must be honey bee, or beekeeping related, must be the original work of the entrant, and
must not have been winning entries in any other photographic competition.
• Photos submitted should be orientated horizontally, and should be a minimum file size of 2MB.
• Photos may be cropped, as long as the size does not fall below 2MB. Minor adjustments, including
contrast and slight colour adjustment, are permitted.
• Photos which have been altered or enhanced beyond such minor adjustments, whether digitally or
otherwise, are not eligible. If the judge determines that a photographer has altered his or her photo,
they reserve the right to disqualify it.
• The judge’s decision will be final and no correspondence will be entered into regarding this.
• Submission of an entry to the competition indicates that the owner of the image permits WBKA to
publish the winning and runner-up entries in the magazine and on its website. The winning image
may be featured on the front cover..
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